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Setting the problem
We extend to the situations of high and very high stiffness the results obtained in [1] concerning the dynamics of elastic bodies connected by a thin soft viscoelastic layer. Let { e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be an orthonormal basis of R 3 assimilated to the Euclidean space. For all ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) in R 3 , ξ stands for (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ). The space of all (n × n) symmetric matrices is denoted by S n and equipped with the usual inner product and norm denoted by · and | | (as in R 3 ). For all η in S 3 , η stands for the matrix (η αβ ) 1≤α,β≤2 in S 2 . We study the dynamic response of a structure consisting of two adherents connected by a thin adhesive layer which is subjected to a given loading. Let be a domain of R 3 with Lipschitz-continuous boundary ∂ . The intersection of with {x 3 = 0} is a domain S of R 2 with a positive two-dimensional Haussdorf measure H 2 (S). Let ε be a positive number and ± := ∩ {±x 3 > 0}, then adhesive and adherents occupy B ε := S × (−ε, +ε) and ε ± := ± ± εe 3 respectively; we define ε := ε + ∪ ε − , S ε ± := S ± εe 3 and O ε :
We consider a partition ( 0 , 1 ) of ∂ and, for all in { 0 , 1 }, the sets ± , ε ± and ε respectively denote ∩ {±x 3 > 0}, ± ± εe 3 and ε
The structure made of the adhesive and the two adherents, perfectly stuck together along S ε ± , is clamped on ε 0 and subjected to body forces of density f ε and to surface forces g ε on ε 1 . The adherents are modeled as linearly elastic materials with a strain energy density W ε such that
The thin adhesive is assumed to be made of a homogeneous, isotropic and "viscoelastic of Kelvin-Voigt generalized type".
Its strain energy density reads as μ w I , while its dissipation potential is denoted by b D, where μ and b are positive scalars; w I is a positive definite quadratic form on S 3 and D a convex and positively homogeneous function of degree q, 1 ≤ q ≤ 2.
Let ρ > 0, ρ M > ρ m > 0 and ρ ε a measurable function. The density γ ε of the structure is equal to ρ ε in ε and to ρ in B ε . Denoting by Lin(S 3 ) the space of linear mappings from S 3 into S 3 , we make the following assumptions on the data:
Thus, the problem (P s ) of determining the dynamic evolution of the assembly involves a quadruplet s := (ε, μ, b, ρ) of data so that all the fields will be hereafter indexed by s. In the following, t denotes the time, e(u) is the linearized strain tensor associated with the field of displacement u, and ∂ J (v) denotes the subdifferential at v of any lower semi-continuous convex function J , while D J(v) stands for the differential at v of any Fréchet differentiable function J . If U 0
for all v sufficiently smooth in O ε and vanishing on ε 0
Existence and uniqueness
We assume that
where, for any Banach space X , B V (0, T ; X) is the subspace of L 1 (0, T ; X) consisting of all elements whose time derivative in the sense of distributions is a bounded X -valued measure on (0, T ), and B V (2) 
consisting of all elements whose time derivative in the sense of distributions belongs to B V (0, T ; X).
We seek u s in the form
where u e s is the unique solution to u e
and where H 1
consisting of all elements with vanishing traces on ε 0 . Note that this notation H 1
The remaining part u r s of u s will therefore satisfy an evolution equation governed by a maximal monotone operator A s defined in a Hilbert space H s of possible states with finite total mechanical (kinetic + strain) energy. The space of velocities
is equipped with the following inner product k s and the square of norm K s associated with kinetic energy:
while the space of displacements,
, is equipped with the inner product ϕ s defined in (5) , which is equivalent to the usual one by Korn inequality. Hence
where, for all U = (u, v) and U = (u , v ) in H s , the inner product and norm are
Proceeding as in [1] , one has the following. 
Then, taking into account (H 1 ), (3), (4), (6), (10), we check straightforwardly that (P s ) is "formally equivalent" to 
We set
Asymptotic behavior
Now we regard the quadruplet s of geometrical and mechanical data as a quadruplet of parameters taking values in a countable subset of (0, +∞) 4 with a single cluster point s and study the asymptotic behavior of U s in order to obtain a simplified but accurate enough model for the genuine physical situation. We will show that two different models indexed by p ∈ {1, 2} appear at the limit depending on the relative behavior of ε and μ. We make the following assumptions:
A candidate for the limit behavior
This candidate could be determined by studying the asymptotic behavior of sequences with bounded total mechanical energy. Let
with w K L I (ξ ) = Inf {w I (q); q = ξ } for all ξ in S 2 and e 1 (u ) = e(u ), e 2 (u ) = D 2 u 3 for all u in p H d , where D 2 stands for the second derivative in the distributional sense. We also define
so that, for all U i = (u i , v i ) in p H , the inner product and norm are given by
w ± being the restriction of w to ± . Moreover, for any element w of H 1 ( ; R 3 ), its trace on S is denoted by γ S (w). Lastly, for any η > 0, let V K L (B η ) be the space of Kirchhoff-Love displacements defined by:
We have 
Proof. First, the boundedness of s (u s ) implies that there exists w in H 1 0 ( \ S; R 3 ) and a sequence ρ s in the space R of rigid displacements such that ((T ε u s ) + , (T ε u s ) − + ρ s ) converges weakly in H 1 and I ε = e 1 ⊗ e 1 + e 2 ⊗ e 2 + 1 ε e 3 ⊗ e 3 . This implies that there exists u in V K L (B 1 ) and ρ s in R such that, up to a subsequence, S ε u s + ρ s weakly converges toward u in H 1 (B 1 ; R 3 ). As for all τ in L 2 (S; S 2 ) one has 
But the trace on S + e 3 of (S ε w) 3 being equal to (γ + S ((T ε u s ) + ) 3 , one deduces that u F = (γ s ( 2 u)) 3 . Finally, the lower bound for s (u s ) is obtained by a simple use of the Jensen inequality and a standard lower semicontinuity argument, which is the source of the term w K L
